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Abstract

Used by politicians, journalists and citizens, Twitter has been the most important social me-
dia platform to investigate political phenomena such as hate speech, polarization, or terrorism
for over a decade. A high proportion of Twitter studies of emotionally charged or controversial
content limit their ability to replicate findings due to incomplete Twitter-related replication data
and the inability to recrawl their datasets entirely. This paper shows that these Twitter studies and
their findings are considerably affected by non-random tweet mortality and data access restric-
tions imposed by the platform. While sensitive datasets suffer a notably higher removal rate than
non-sensitive datasets, attempting to replicate key findings of Kim’s (2023) influential study on the
content of violent tweets leads to significantly different results. The results highlight that access to
complete replication data is particularly important in light of dynamically changing social media
research conditions. Thus, the study raises concerns and potential solutions about the broader im-
plications of non-random tweet mortality for future social media research on Twitter and similar
platforms.
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1 Introduction

Researchers use Twitter1 data to explain a broad array of political phenomena. A substantial share of

these political science studies involves the analysis of tweets that may contain subjects like violence,

racism, or other controversial content (e.g., Keller et al., 2020; Kim, 2023; Mitts, 2019), which I refer

to as sensitive content. The replication2 of findings based on sensitive content is hampered by Twit-

ter’s policy that prohibits sharing tweets instead of tweet IDs only and the resulting inability to crawl

tweets that have been removed from the platform3. This becomes particularly problematic for sensitive

content as these tweets lead to potential bias due to non-random patterns of tweet removal.

Why should researchers take a deeper look at these non-random removal patterns? Social science

research relies on replicable datasets as the recent replication crisis in social sciences underlines (e.g.,

Dreber and Johannesson, 2019; Key, 2016; King, 2003; Laitin and Reich, 2017). The discipline can

confidently build upon and trust findings only if platforms like Twitter offer a representative, stable,

and end-to-end replicable data source. The ability to fulfill these requirements may be hampered by

the platform’s limitations: it prohibits crawling removed tweets and restricts publishing them along

with academic papers.

Existing insightful studies on how tweets are removed are based on rather general datasets focusing

on random or issue-related samples. Some find no alarming patterns for replicability (Pfeffer et al.,

2023; Zubiaga, 2018). However, recent research on datasets yielded from the 1% Streaming Twitter

API shows that emotionally charged or potentially controversial datasets behave differently than non-

sensitive datasets (Elmas, 2023). As sensitive datasets belong to very frequently studied Twitter content

by political scientists, it is crucial to elaborate on how the removals of tweets impact research findings

and datasets.

1Twitter was renamed X in July 2023.
2I refer to replication as ”using the same methods on different data produces comparable results” (Davidson et al.,

2023).
3It is important to note that beside replicability also the validity of certain Twitter studies can be affected by these strict

policies. For example, Frimer et al. (2023) crawl and analyze tweets created more than ten years ago. The resulting dataset
potentially includes fewer old tweets and higher availability of more recent tweets due to non-random tweet mortality. This
might affect the findings of papers’ studying historical Twitter content.
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To investigate potential non-random removal patterns of tweets and how these affect replicating

journal articles, I first conduct a systematic study of Twitter papers published in seven top political

science journals. A high share of papers are based on sensitive content, and political scientists need a

unified way to share their Twitter replication data. Recrawling the content of both non-sensitive and

sensitive datasets implies that tweets belonging to the latter category are removed at a noticeably higher

rate. To show the impact of these non-random removal patterns on sensitive dataset findings, I attempt

to replicate central findings reported in a recent Political Science Research and Methods article by Kim

(2023). The availability of only less than 20% compared to the original number of tweets suggests

that such an incomplete sensitive dataset compromises both descriptive and statistical findings. To

understand why tweets become unavailable, it helps aggregating whether the platform or the user is in

charge of these tweet removals. The platform is largely responsible for over half of all tweet removal

decisions in the case study dataset. However, the other half originates from direct user actions: Users

can remove an individual tweet, protect their account to make tweets only visible to their followers or

deactivate their account.

Especially when using social media data, researchers should focus on two important questions:

What are the reasons that previously available observations might become unavailable later, and what

are the implications for replicating studies that rely on them?

This paper first emphasizes the high relevance of Twitter research to political science, particularly

regarding sensitive datasets. Second, it raises awareness of how Twitter hampers replicable research

and how this affects actual research findings. Disentangling underlying mechanisms of this data foun-

dation allows for a more critical and evidence-driven process when deciding which data sources to

leverage in political science studies. The article contributes to both existing threads of literature by

taking a rather practical-oriented point of view, which is particularly valuable for scientists studying

social media platforms. In light of the dynamic changes in these platforms, I draw attention to the

challenges of replicating social media studies. The paper formulates potential solutions for accessing

social media data in the post-API era to tackle these challenges, giving a perspective for making future

social media research replicable.
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2 From Replication Crisis to the Persistence of Twitter Data

Publishing replicable research is a fundamental pillar of science. Authors, as well as journals within

political science and beyond continuously work on the revision of policy standards, adding the replica-

tion of data and code to publications (Key, 2016; King, 1995, 2003; Laitin and Reich, 2017). However,

while these revisions address the ongoing replication crisis in the social sciences, they cannot solve it.

I argue that a major reason is the need for more knowledge and awareness about datasets researchers

use in their studies.

While code availability is essential to replicate findings, underlying data forms the deepest research

layer. Diverse data sources, like surveys, experiments, and social media, can be subject to biases, errors,

andmethodological issues. Thismeans that researchersmustmake complex decisions and assumptions

influencing the data collection process. In the worst case, these decisions lead to inconsistent results

due to incomplete replication data. The interaction between authors and journals is one opportunity

to elaborate ways of circumventing replication issues (Laitin and Reich, 2017). However, especially

proprietary datasets, i.e., limited access to original data and important ethical data privacy concerns

further complicate the replication process.

Commercial social media platforms—Twitter in particular—are prominent drivers for studies lead-

ing to proprietary datasets. While there are many platforms, 39.70% of social media researchers use

Twitter as a data source for their projects (Hemphill, Hedstrom and Leonard, 2021). The frequent use

of Twitter data by social scientists is related to the platform, presenting an ideal combination of size, in-

ternational reach, and—compared with other social media platforms—good data accessibility making

it the preferred platform for social media research (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2018). Another aspect is that

in 2020 Twitter rebuilt its API (Developers, 2020) to allow access to its full tweet archive for academic

purposes, which, however, got suspended in its known form in June 2023.

On the one hand, researchers tremendously benefited from the suspended API, and developing

solutions that allow researchers to continue working on Twitter studies is important as data from this

platform is part of much insightful research. On the other hand, the platform’s policies bound scien-

tists. The major technical limitation is the inability to crawl removed tweets by their unique identifier.
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Researchers cannot replicate findings based on the complete set of tweets as it is only allowed to pub-

lish the ID of a tweet but not its textual content—leading to unavailable tweets when trying to recrawl

tweet IDs4.

The attrition rate as an established metric for unavailable tweets helps to understand the process of

and its impact on representational aspects of a dataset (Almuhimedi et al., 2013; Elmas, 2023;waLiangHai

and Fu, 2015; Noonan, 2022; Pfeffer et al., 2023; Zubiaga, 2018). While studies are analyzing the attri-

tion rate, unfortunately, many of the datasets studied represent Twitter as a whole but do not distin-

guish between specific issue domains and sentiment types of tweets that are of high interest in political

science. Other work on different issue domains focuses on rather general keyword-generated datasets

between 2012 and 2016. Recollected datasets are still representative to a large extent in terms of their

textual content but are not stable on metadata (Zubiaga, 2018). Metadata involves further descriptive

information about a tweet or user, such as the number of likes or retweets. However, as metadata can

be published without violating the policies of Twitter, at least this aspect should play only a minor role

in replication issues.

Previous studies argue that even though the recrawling ratio of tweets may drop below 70%, the

content of tweets in their datasets is still representative. However, looking at the sentiment of tweets

might explain the underlying mechanism of tweet removals more comprehensively. This is impor-

tant as sentiment and other latent text features are crucial for many projects. Recrawled controversial

datasets show considerable differences from the original ones in various metrics relevant to political

scientists (Elmas, 2023). These include shifts in political orientation, trending topics, and harmful con-

tent. The difference between the share of collectible tweets at a later time and the original dataset is

even larger for controversial datasets in particular. The reason that a tweet in a sensitive dataset is not

available for recollection anymore is mainly due to account and tweet suspensions initiated by Twitter

itself (e.g., due to violating policies) which holds specifically for controversial datasets (Elmas, 2023).

These indicators for sensitive datasets suggest that one has to assume non-random removal patterns

leading to incomplete replication datasets and, thus, inconsistent findings.

4While Twitter’s policy previously allowed sharing the content of up to 50,000 tweets per day, they recently decreased
this number to 500. Most importantly, all tweets in the shared dataset must still be available on the platform, leading to an
incomplete dataset.
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An emerging body of research examines extreme sentiment expressed in tweets (e.g., Alrababah

et al., 2019; Kim, 2023; Muchlinski et al., 2021). However, it remains unclear how Twitter researchers

address the subsequent issue of replicability in their replication archives. Furthermore, no prior studies

have investigated the implications of replicating the findings of published political science studies and

real-world datasets that focus on sensitive content. It is necessary to measure tweet attrition more

fine-grained when judging replicability of studies containing sensitive datasets.

3 Tweet Sharing and Mortality in Political Science Studies

How do researchers share Twitter data? In this section, I outline both how researchers share their Twit-

ter datasets and examine non-random deletion patterns dependent on whether a dataset is sensitive or

non-sensitive.

3.1 How the Discipline Shares Tweets

In some cases, researchers may be allowed to release the entire dataset (e.g., Twitter itself offers a se-

lection of publicly available datasets), but in others, restrictions imposed by national laws and social

media platforms—such as the right to be forgotten—try to prevent this. In the light of this, researchers

handle the data-sharing process in various ways. Moreover, different requirements, replication poli-

cies, university restrictions through the Institutional Review Board, and journal integrity checks lead

to manifold decisions during the data-sharing process.

I conduct an empirical analysis crawling all 151 papers that mention the keyword ”Twitter” pub-

lished between January 2015 and September 2022 in sevenmajor political science journalsAJPS,APSR,

BJPS, JOP, PA, PolComm, and PSRM5. I keep only those that systematically analyze the content of

tweets, as the textual content is the most problematic part of a typical Twitter dataset to share. Finally,

I annotate the remaining dataset of 50 papers with additional information on the topic of the Twitter

dataset.

5To crawl these papers, I use Google Scholar. The selection of journals covers a broad range of high-impact journals,
from substantial and methodological research to the field of political communication. By that, it gives a thorough overview
of Twitter research in political science.
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Figure 1: Different ways of how political scientists share Twitter datasets in replication archives among all 50 papers
analyzing the content of tweets in seven major political science journals.

Of these papers, 30.00% study sensitive Twitter content6. Figure 1 shows that in general, less than

half of all papers publish either tweet IDs, the content of the tweets, or both. A proportion of 20.00% of

the replication archives contains tweet IDs only, which I assume, in many cases, might be insufficient

for successful end-to-end replication. Furthermore, a high percentage of papers (60.00%) share neither

tweet IDs nor content, which makes a replication impossible. Surprisingly, almost a fourth share the

raw textual content of tweets which technically would violate Twitter policies but is beneficial for the

end-to-end replicability of Twitter research. However, this is the only way of replicating Twitter studies

without paying the current fees for using the Twitter API and recrawling still available tweets from their

IDs.

3.2 Non-Random Deletion Patterns of Sensitive Datasets

Previous studies show that one should expect differences in the availability of tweets when looking at

sensitive and non-sensitive datasets in isolation. The overall substantial share of 30.00% of sensitive

Twitter datasets suggests that there are enough replication datasets to study available tweets in both

dataset types. To analyze the decay of tweets dependent on the dataset type, I can rely on the fraction of

replication archives sharing at least their tweet IDs. The literature overview results in 16 papers7 sharing
6My definition of sensitive content is partly derived from Elmas (2023) and includes papers explicitly studying the

content of tweets in datasets containing fake news/disinformation, hate speech/violence/terrorism, or bots. This sensitive
area of study collectively emphasizes the dynamics and impact of harmful online behaviors and their propagation through
social media platforms. The Appendix details my annotation approach and provides an overview of all papers.

7One more paper by Brie and Dufresne (2020) shares tweet IDs that, however, are corrupted and cannot be further
used for rehydrating tweets.
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Figure 2: Availability rate of a random sample of up to 10,000 tweets from each of the 16 sensitive and non-sensitive paper
datasets which shared at least their tweet IDs. Retrieving all tweets was attempted in cases where the original
dataset contained fewer than 10,000 tweets. Temporão et al. (2018) shared user IDs instead of tweet IDs, as the
authors crawled all users’ tweets. Thus, I checked the availability of these user accounts instead of tweets. Data
was recrawled on May 17, 2023.

tweet IDs. Ten of these papers work with non-sensitive datasets, representing 28.57% of all datasets

annotated as non-sensitive. In contrast, six papers utilize sensitive datasets, comprising 40.00% of all

datasets classified as sensitive.

Figure 2 depicts the proportion of accessible tweets of these papers8. Indeed, the descriptive anal-

ysis shows clear differences between both types of tweets. In a random sample of 10,000 tweets per

dataset, an average of 78.34% of non-sensitive dataset tweets remains accessible, starkly contrasting to

only 36.02% in sensitive datasets9. Within Twitter replication datasets, it appears that datasets marked

as sensitive have a higher rate of mortality. If a dataset is sensitive, then this is associated with its

mortality chance.

Relying on a data basis ofmore than three-quarters of still available tweets in non-sensitive datasets

sounds convincing to initiate a replication attempt. However, replicating studies could become chal-

8The datasets were crawled on May 17, 2023, using the official Twitter Academic Research Track API accessed via the
R package academictwitteR (Barrie and ting Ho, 2021).

9It is essential to note that while older datasets may suffer from an increased mortality rate, the age of a dataset is no
systematic bias in this sample as the average year of publication amongst the recrawled datasets is 2020 for both sensitive
and non-sensitive datasets.
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lenging with only a third of the original tweets retrievable in sensitive datasets and without knowledge

about the decision-making process of those removing the data. It is important to note that this issue

is not confined solely to sensitive datasets: many non-sensitive datasets also include sensitive tweets.

Recrawled versions of these published datasets might also generate bias to a certain extent, as sensitive

tweets are more likely to be removed—and thus become unavailable to researchers.

While the retrieval rate of tweets from an MP or voters’ opinions on policies on Twitter appears

to be closer to the original population (i.e., non-sensitive dataset), hate speech or extreme ideological

datasets endure a significant loss in tweets (i.e., sensitive dataset). This bias must be highlighted as it is

critical for replication. A high share of tweet removals is not explicitly caused by the authors of tweets

(Almuhimedi et al., 2013). Letting users report tweets and accounts certainly impacts the platform’s

decision to remove them. However, Twitter’s content moderation takes the final decision on whether

to remove tweets and suspend accounts or keep them on Twitter (Alizadeh et al., 2022; Pierri, Luceri

and Ferrara, 2022). In result, the platform introduces a nontransparent layer of non-random tweet

mortality directly impacting our data basis.

4 Case Study: Implications for Replicating Sensitive Twitter Studies

Sensitive datasets suffer from a notably higher loss of tweets than non-sensitive datasets, affecting repli-

cation. Kim (2023) is one example of a study that works with a sensitive dataset. The paper demon-

strates how violent tweets surrounding the 2020 US Presidential election reflect the real world and

spotlights the groups targeted by violent content10.

There are several reasons for considering this study for replication. Among all sensitive Twitter

studies sharing tweet IDs, this paper does not only analyze the well-researched US election in 2020

on social media but combines three methodological and data-wise characteristics well-suited for an

insightful replication. First, it studies violent tweets and compares them with non-violent ones, which

supports analyzing differences between the behavior across both dataset types. Second, it studies rather

10While the paper contains important substantial findings, I focus on the methodological aspects of replicating its find-
ings. Moreover, as sharing the content of tweets is problematic, I mainly replicate findings that involve the direct analysis
of tweets and, thus, do not consider replicating the study of user networks in Chapters 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 in the original paper.
More details on substantial aspects and the methodology of creating the original dataset are described in the Appendix.
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aggregated data and provides a longitudinal perspective. Third, the replication archive offers much

data beyond tweet IDs (e.g., document-frequency matrices or hashtag frequencies), which supports

comparing the original findings with the replication. Other potential replication candidates reflect

these selection criteria only partially11.

The study’s initial population of more than 300 million tweet IDs processed in a data collection

pipeline is not publicly available. However, the replication archive allows access to all tweet IDs classi-

fied by the article’s deep-learning algorithm as containing violent content12. This set of IDs ranges from

September 23, 2020, to January 8, 2021, and consists of 215,923 unique tweet IDs. As of November

15, 2022, there are only 35,552 (16.47%) of the original number of tweets retrievable via the API13. The

reported values are even lower than the numbers for other controversial datasets (Elmas, 2023), thus

underlining the evidence that sensitive tweet removals are not random.

What are the learnings from unavailable tweets and their authors? Twitter’s reasons for unavailable

tweets are manifold. The compliance endpoint of the Twitter V2 API (Twitter, 2021) helps examine

them based on users tweeting violent content 14. Over half of the tweets (52.90%) in the dataset are

removed due to user suspensions. It is important to note that these decisions are taken by Twitter,

e.g., their systematic content moderation based on controversial trends or hashtags, or user reports

of a particular tweet or account. Actions originating on the user side—deleted, protected or deacti-

vated accounts—are responsible for the remaining unavailable tweets. The Appendix depicts detailed

proportions in Figure A.2.

Compared with the original data, essential aspects of the recrawled data are no longer represen-

tative. Even without access to the full data, I can still rely on a random subset of 5000 violent tweets

aggregated in a document-frequency matrix openly distributed by the author. I approach the represen-

11See Appendix 2 for detailed information on other replication candidates.
12Efforts were made to obtain the original data from the author. Unfortunately, they remained unsuccessful.
13After that, I recrawled the dataset three more times on November 25, 2022, December 15, 2022, and March 30, 2023,

expecting an increasing retrieval rate due to the takeover by Elon Musk and the reinstation of Donald Trump’s Twitter
account. However, there are no significant shifts in the rate of retrievable tweets. Kim (2023) is aware of shrinking retrieval
rates in general, too, which is reflected in the following statement in a ReadMe file in his replication archive: ”Note that,
as the tweets included in the data set are highly likely to violate Twitter’s rules [...], some of the tweets might have already
been taken down or the related account might have been suspended.”.

14Altough I do have both, the tweet IDs and a list of user IDs who tweeted violent content, I do not know which tweet
ID belongs to a certain user which is necessary for the compliance endpoint when working with tweet IDs. Hence, I rely
on retrieving the compliance status of all user IDs weighted by their total number of tweets to get an estimate for removal
reasons.
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Figure 3: Timeline comparison of normalized proportion of violent political rhetoric tweets during the US election 2020
for both the original and recrawled datasets (replication of Kim (2023)). Proportions are based on aggregated
information on 215,923 original and 35,552 recrawled tweets.

tativity of different textual features compared with an equally-sized random sample of the recrawled

violent tweets using Welch’s t-test (Zubiaga, 2018). The basis for the analysis is the word frequencies

independently generated from both samples. The t-test results show that the 95% confidence intervals

for textual content and hashtags do not contain zero, indicating that these features are different in both

datasets15. This is not the case for user mentions that seem representative based on the random sam-

ple. However, this does not ensure that findings related to specific groups of user mentions remain

unaffected by replication issues. The metric only looks at the frequency of all user mentions in both

datasets and by that, gives an overall picture, potentially overlooking group-specific dynamics.

4.1 Replication: Descriptive Analysis

Describing social media datasets frequently involves looking at how data changes over time. Figure

3 (based on Figure 3 in Kim (2023)) shows peaks of tweet counts containing violent political rhetoric

over time in the original dataset (teal line) and the recrawl (purple line). It becomes clear that the curve

does not behave as expected when assuming a random removal of tweets. This is especially highlighted

through early January 2021 during the power transition after the election and when the Capitol Riot

15The exact numbers are in the Appendix in Table A.2.
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Figure 4: Comparative distribution of mean mentions of accounts in tweets containing violent political rhetoric by gender,
party, and position in the original and recrawled datasets. Uncertainty displays the 95% confidence interval of
each group. Proportions are based on aggregated information on 215,923 original and 35,552 recrawled tweets.

happened. While one of the key findings of the author is to demonstrate that offline events aremirrored

on social media, the recrawled data behaves differently and fails to mirror the original data in its most

important aspects. Accordingly, non-random tweet removals hamper the longitudinal representation

of the dataset and the findings based on it.

Hashtags are a core feature on Twitter and are vital to spreading ideas and sparking conversations.

Therefore, it is crucial to also examine Kim’s study of frequent hashtags. Reusing Table 2 in the original

paper published with hashtag frequencies, I retrieve the original counts of hashtags. As one would

expect, all counts are much lower in the recrawled dataset than in the original one. However, the

sorting of hashtags also differs clearly between the datasets, which is just another visual argument

that the retrieved tweets do not represent the same distribution of hashtags as the original dataset.

Most importantly, the top three most frequent hashtags in the original dataset (#wethepeople, #1, and

#pencecard) are either absent from the revised top ranking or are indistinguishable from other hashtags

due to their low count. Table A.3 in the Appendix reports the usage of hashtags in violent tweets during

the complete election period.

While hashtags show discrepancies when being recrawled, how are different groups represented

in the recrawled dataset? Discussions on Twitter occur between different actors. Utilizing the actor’s
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characteristics allows assigning them to groups. Only if the distribution across these groups remains

consistent during replication should further analysis consider their utilization. In Table 3 in the orig-

inal paper, Kim (2023) summarizes the count of account mentions in violent political rhetoric and

non-violent tweets into three groups (Gender, party, and position). Reusing the author’s proposed

group assignment allows for calculating the recrawled dataset’s proportions. Both proportions are

depicted in Figure 4. The most important aspect is not necessarily the raw numbers but the propor-

tions within the grouping characteristics. The original dataset has a disproportionate distribution of

political party (69% Republican, 31% non-Republican) and gender (33% Women, 67% Men). How-

ever, in the recrawled set of tweets, party and gender are distributed evenly. While Trump remains

the leader without substantial variation in the position group, the proportion of Pence-related user

mentions shrinks close to zero. The findings demonstrate non-random removal patterns where tweets

referring to women and Republicans are more likely to be removed than those referencing men and

non-Republicans.

4.2 Replication: Statistical Model Findings

Knowing that the tweet content of both datasets is not representative anymore is one characteristic of

irretrievable violent tweets. What are the implications for the overall distribution of words? In Figure

2 in their original paper, Kim focuses on a frequency comparison of words between and within violent

and non-violent tweets based on the Fightin’ Words algorithm (Monroe, Colaresi and Quinn, 2008).

The algorithm measures differences in word occurrences across groups by reducing (or increasing) the

importance of very frequent (or infrequent) words 16.

Figure 5 replicates the results for both datasets. The original analysis (left plot) reveals that violent

tweets (lower panel) very often mention political actors like Donald Trump, Mike Pence, and Mike

Pompeo. Non-violent tweets (upper-left panel) do not show this trend. The recrawled dataset shows

only one user mention (Michelle Obama) in the most significant words of the recrawled violent tweets.

Beyond that, her prominence is somewhat limited to violent tweets, according to the Fightin’ Words

algorithm. Comparing recrawled violent tweets with the set of non-violent frequencies reveals that the

16More details on the implementation of the algorithm are detailed in the Appendix.
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Figure 5: Comparison of terms grouped by violent (teal) and non-violent (purple) tweets (a random sample of 5000
tweets for each group) for both the original (left plot and upper-right panel) and the recrawled dataset
(bottom-right panel). The x-axis shows the overall frequency of words in the dataset. The y-axis and the size of a
word represent the frequency of words within a group. Following Kim (2023), several preprocessing techniques,
such as lowercasing, stopword removal, and stemming, were applied to the tweets’ content.

recrawled dataset characterizes itself by many user mentions in non-violent tweets. Furthermore, even

non-direct mentions and party names appear frequently in the non-violent keywords (such as Trump,

Biden, Republican, or Democrat). This comparison indicates a significant shift in the behavior of both

groups between the original and recrawled datasets, reversing the original face validity outcome.

What are the implications of non-replicable descriptive findings on statistical models? The author

calculates five negative binomial regressions to estimate the number of mentions of a political account

in violent tweets (Table 4 in the original paper). The different model specifications include the position
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Figure 6: Comparison of regression model coefficients based on the original, recrawled, and resampled dataset with their
95% confidence intervals. The resampled regression model is a simulation based on rebalanced party and
gender ratios following the original dataset distributions.

of a political account (representative, governor, or senator), whether an account represents a woman,

a party dummy (republican or non-republican), as well as its logged follower count 17.

Comparing the original model 5 with regressions using the recrawled dataset (see Figure 6) reveals

that one of the paper’s key findings of having more women targeted by violent tweets does not hold

anymore. The estimate of the effect is close to zero, and the coefficient’s 95% confidence interval of the

recrawled model widely includes zero, too. In the recrawled data it is still most likely that Republicans

find more mentions in violent tweets. However, the new parameter estimate is nearly 10% smaller

than in the original model. In a similar vein, the Senators’ position estimate shrinks to only 11% of its

original size. In addition to that, the Governors parameter estimate reduces to half of its original value.

17As it is uncritical for Twitter policies to share details about the number of followers of an account, I only consider the
original data provided by the author for the number of followers in the recalculation of the regression models, while using
the recrawled dataset for the remaining variables. Please note that while I focus on model specification 5, the Appendix
compares all models in Tables A.4 and A.5.
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The recrawled regression model displays differing results, especially in the effect of gender. What

patterns in the recrawled dataset drive these results? I leverage the original distribution of party and

gender to resample the distribution of recrawled tweets. The redistributed dataset allows me to cal-

culate another regression model. Simulating the resampling and re-estimation process of the model

1000 times reduces randomness and generates uncertainty intervals in the resulting coefficients. The

averaged coefficients and their lowest/highest 95% confidence intervals are shown in the third regres-

sion level (lime color). While all of their confidence intervals are much wider than the original and

recrawled data, the rebalanced Female coefficient shows no significant difference from the original one

according to the 95% confidence interval. Correspondingly, the rebalanced regression model depicts

important removal patterns on the differing group shares displayed in Figure 4. The results indicate

that, most likely, tweets mentioning male Republicans were more often removed from the dataset than

tweets mentioning female Republicans or male or female Democrats.

Twitter’s policies and API dismantling hinder the replication of research studies that involve the

content of tweets, especially those containing sensitive content. While there are further findings in

the original paper focusing on the follower network rather than the textual content, replicating the

text-related steps of the study gives an idea of the implications of non-random tweet removal within

sensitive datasets as several groups (of words, hashtags, and political actors) are no longer equally

represented in the recrawled dataset compared to the original one. This unequal representation leads to

descriptive and statisticalmodel findings that differ considerably from the published figures. One could

expect similar behavior on other sensitive Twitter datasets used by researchers within the discipline and

beyond.

5 Data Access in the Post-API Era

While the replication issues related to Kim (2023) seem one case out of many, it highlights the issues

inherent in replicating social media data studies. Following the suspension of Twitter’s Academic Re-

search TrackAPI,many researchers avoid studying Twitter or are forced to cancel their ongoing Twitter

projects (Davidson et al., 2023). Although Twitter still offers an API, it comes for 5,000 USD/month

(Twitter, 2023), which is not affordable for most researchers. Even if some can afford the new sub-
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scription plans, this does not solve the issue of non-replicable research, as the conditions concerning

Twitter’s restrictive data-sharing policies remain unchanged.

How can the research community respond effectively? Exploringways to circumvent the restrictive

behavior of commercial platforms and making work less dependent on their policies seems promising.

One possible way out could be data donations (Davidson et al., 2023). Social media users can, by law,

request a full copy of their data or install an app that collects it in real-time and donate it for research.

While this is a straightforward procedure that could be handled by centrally organized data donation

platforms, researchers can only analyze the data of users they reach and those who consent. For studies

that require analyzing sensitive datasets, researchers often cannot ask users for their consent. In these

situations, a combination of approaches might lead to a promising way out: Public institutions can use

their responsibility to archive data of public interest, including social media data. For example, when

the Academic Research Track API was still available, the German National Library launched a data

donation initiative to archive all German tweets. As proposed in Davidson et al. (2023), automatic

crawlers could update these archives without needing an API. However, one must carefully evaluate

this step, as crawling social media platforms might be a legal grey zone. The library intends to make

its collected data available ”within the German National Library’s infrastructure”18.

However, even if researchers have partial access to the data within institutions, Twitter’s policy

still prohibits researchers from directly sharing the raw content of tweets. Under these circumstances,

sharing the tweets’ one-way hashed content could be an option. One-way hash algorithms are designed

to securely transform the original data into an encrypted version (Naor and Yung, 1989). The one-way

aspect of this well-established computer science technique prevents rehydrating tweets’ raw content.

Instead, a corresponding replication pipeline can reproduce the original results using the encrypted

data (Bost et al., 2014). This could act as proof for reproducible research but would not replace direct

access to social media data archives—still, though, hindering transparent replication.

Ultimately, academic journals are also responsible for ensuring a smooth and reliable review and

replication process. Paying more attention to the origin and characteristics of data during review leads

18Data donation initiative of the German National Library: https://www.dnb.de/EN/Professionell/Sammeln/
Sammlung_Websites/twitterArchiv.html
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to higher-quality replication processes. This goes hand in hand with developing guidelines around the

type of data that can be legally shared for scientific purposes.

In situations when none of the above approaches lead to replicable research, the discipline should

broaden its scope to foster other data sources. While social media platforms provide a wealth of data,

there are research questions aboutwhere alternative sourcesmight lead to reliable and replicable results.

Alternative sources especially include publicly available databases from institutional organizations. As

a result, diversifying data sources and reducing the field’s dependence on commercial platforms.

6 Conclusion

Even though Twitter experienced a lot of ups and downs due to the takeover of Elon Musk in October

2022, it still holds valuable data, which certainly keeps the platform essential for studying a wide range

of social phenomena. While 75.00% of published Twitter studies in seven major political science jour-

nals might be potentially impeded by difficulties replicating the results due to missing replication data,

this is especially alarming for 30.00% of all papers analyzing sensitive Twitter content. Based on tweet

IDs in their replication archives, I demonstrate that only a third of the tweets in sensitive datasets are

still available through the Twitter API. As this share is substantially lower than it is for non-sensitive

datasets, it amplifies the worthiness and importance of understanding the tweet removal process on a

more fine-grained level. In most cases, removed tweets do not result from an explicit user action but

the final decision of Twitter’s content moderation department. Hence, non-random tweet removal is

not a direct phenomenon controlled by the users. Instead, it is Twitter itself that potentially affects the

outcomes of replicating political science studies. I replicate some of the central findings of Kim (2023)

based on a recrawled sensitive dataset established on tweets to illustrate. The case study suggests that

irretrievable tweets might not only lead to a drastically reduced corpus size of less than 20.00% com-

pared with the original dataset, but also non-random tweet mortality undermines some of the paper’s

fundamental descriptive and statistical model findings.

There is no easily feasible option for crawling tweets via the official Twitter API, making these re-

sults even more critical for replicable research. Foreseeing upcoming changes in the API is impossible,

so the discipline needs to find alternatives to tackle both challenges: unavailable tweets due to removal
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and inaccessible tweets due to extensive API fees. This article presents a first outlook on data access

possibilities in the post-API era, ranging from data donation to institutional obligations. Although

platforms other than Twitter have not yet started to apply extensive fees for scientifically using their

API, the issues and potential solutions raised in this paper are likely to also apply to other commercial

social media platforms like TikTok, Instagram, or Facebook. This holds especially in light of recent

changes to their APIs, which raise barriers to free, open, and easily replicable academic research. To

give one example, TikTok tries to force users of their research API to update their collected dataset at

least every 15 days to remove data points that were previously available but have since become unavail-

able (TikTok, 2023)—and by that favoring a compromised replication instead of encouraging replicable

research.
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A Paper Study: Detailed Information

To determine whether a paper analyzes Twitter data, I first looked for relevant methods or dataset
descriptions in the paper itself or its appendix. For the remaining portion of the papers, I automatically
downloaded all publicly available official replication repositories. This lets me identify if someone
shared their dataset as tweet IDs by searching for the following pattern:

(^|,|;|”|’| )(\d{8,})($|,|;|”|’| )

This regular expression looks for numeric sequences of at least eight numbers embedded in typical
delimiters such as spaces, quotes, or semicolons and is applied on all files which are either text-files or
readable by the R package rio (hong Chan et al., 2021). It turned out that this approach acts as a good
heuristic to solve this task. I thenmanually checked all downloaded replication archives again, looking
for false positives. After that, another identifier is added, which represents whether the replication
archive contains datasets with raw textual tweet content data.

Table A.1 lists the papers that systematically analyze the content of tweets. The columns Tweet
IDs and Tweet Content contain a✓if they share data for the respective categories and their replication
archives. Sensitive content is marked with a ✓for papers that explicitly analyze the content of tweets
in datasets belonging to at least one of the following three areas (inspired by Elmas (2023)):

• Fake News/Disinformation

• Hate Speech/Violence/Terrorism

• Bots

In many cases, these categories are strongly connected with each other (e.g., bots often share fake
news, or terrorism is strongly related to disinformation). My definition of sensitive datasets does not
mark a dataset of tweets by Donald Trump as being sensitive, even if one would expect a few tweets
containing fake news and disinformation, as most of these tweets is general political content.
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Table A.1: Papers from seven political science journals mentioning the keyword “Twitter”. The columns Tweet IDs and
Tweet content show whether the authors shared the respective data in their replication archive. Is
sensitive content? marks if a paper analyzes sensitive Twitter datasets.

Paper Journal Tweet IDs Tweet content Is sensitive content?

Beauchamp (2017) AJPS - - -
Benton and Philips (2020) AJPS - - -
Fong and Grimmer (2021) AJPS - - -
King, Lam and Roberts (2017) AJPS ✓ ✓ -
Nielsen (2020) AJPS ✓ - -
Alrababah et al. (2019) APSR ✓ - ✓
Barberá et al. (2019) APSR - - -
Mitts (2019) APSR - - ✓
Osmundsen et al. (2021) APSR - - ✓
Pan and Siegel (2020) APSR - - ✓
Silva and Proksch (2021) APSR ✓ - -
Sobolev et al. (2020) APSR - - -
Stukal et al. (2022) APSR ✓ - ✓
Brie and Dufresne (2020) BJPS ✓ ✓ -
Clarke and Kocak (2020) BJPS ✓ - -
Jones and Mattiacci (2019) BJPS - - -
Munger et al. (2022) BJPS - ✓ -
Bisbee and Lee (2022) JOP - - -
Boucher and Thies (2019) JOP - - -
Das et al. (2022) JOP - - -
Mitts, Phillips and Walter (2022) JOP - - ✓
Skytte (2022) JOP - - -
Bestvater and Monroe (2022) PA - ✓ -
Kubinec and Owen (2021) PA - ✓ -
Miller, Linder and Mebane (2020) PA ✓ ✓ -
Temporão et al. (2018) PA ✓ - -
Castanho Silva, Proksch et al. (2022) PSRM ✓ - -
Cirone and Hobbs (2023) PSRM ✓ ✓ ✓
Kim (2023) PSRM ✓ - ✓
Muchlinski et al. (2021) PSRM ✓ - ✓
Munger et al. (2019) PSRM - - -
Settle et al. (2016) PSRM - - -
Bradshaw et al. (2020) PolComm - - ✓
Cassell (2021) PolComm - - -
DiResta, Grossman and Siegel (2022) PolComm - - ✓
Gilardi et al. (2022) PolComm ✓ - -
Guess et al. (2019) PolComm - - -
Kang et al. (2018) PolComm - - -
Keller and Klinger (2019) PolComm - - ✓
Keller et al. (2020) PolComm - - ✓
Ketelaars and Sevenans (2021) PolComm ✓ ✓ -
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Kligler-Vilenchik et al. (2021) PolComm - - -
Kobayashi and Ichifuji (2015) PolComm - - -
Konitzer et al. (2019) PolComm - - -
Linvill and Warren (2020) PolComm - - ✓
Margolin, Hannak and Weber (2018) PolComm ✓ ✓ ✓
Muddiman, McGregor and Stroud (2019) PolComm - - -
Popa et al. (2020) PolComm - - -
Stier et al. (2018) PolComm - - -
Yarchi, Baden and Kligler-Vilenchik (2021) PolComm ✓ ✓ -

A.1 Results per Journal
Figure A.1 depicts the proportions of each Twitter-related replication category grouped by the respec-
tive journal. It highlights that there are a few journals where no Twitter replication data exists for
more than half of their Twitter-related papers. Authors of Twitter research in AJPS and PA either share
their Tweet IDs, or the content of the analyzed tweets, or even both. On the contrary, Twitter papers
published in JOP do not contain any Twitter-related replication data.
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Figure A.1: Different methods of publishing Twitter datasets in papers, categorized by the journal.
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B Kim (2023) Data Leveraging Pipeline and Replication Study

Choosing to replicate Kim (2023) in favor of other potential replication candidates is based on valid
grounds. While Alrababah et al. (2019); Muchlinski et al. (2021) do not provide much further replica-
tion data related to tweet content beyond code and tweet IDs, Stukal et al. (2022); Cirone and Hobbs
(2023) do not focus on the comparison of sensitive and non-sensitive studies. Finally, Margolin, Han-
nak and Weber (2018) do not study longitudinal aspects of their dataset.

Kim’s study examines violent political rhetoric on social media and its relationship with offline
political violence, focusing on the Capitol Riot. The author introduces a new automated method to
identify violent rhetoric on Twitter and finds that users who engage in such rhetoric are ideologically
extreme and located on the fringe of the communication network. The tweets are more frequently tar-
geted at women and Republican politicians and are often shared across the ideological divide, creating
the potential for co-radicalization.

The database for these findings grounds a random proportion of 1% of all tweets in real-time by
taking advantage of the Streaming API by Twitter. These tweets are then processed in a pipeline con-
taining several keyword-based filtering approaches and finally classified as holding political violence
or not, using a transformer model.

B.1 Reasons for Unavailable Tweets

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Share

Reason suspended protected deleted deactivated

Figure A.2: Reasons for unavailable users in Kim (2023) that posted violent tweets according to Twitters’ Compliance API
endpoint. Results are weighted with the number of tweets each user posted according to aggregated
information in the replication files of Kim (2023). The purple area shows the share of suspended users due to
platform actions, while the other sections (visualized in brighter colors) highlight reasons for unavailable
users due to explicit user actions.

While A.2 depicts the reasons for removed tweets based on removed user accounts weighted by
their total number of tweets, there are also tweet removals without the complete user becoming un-
available. However, according to the Compliance API, only 10,425 tweets were removed explicitly,
which is 5.78% of all unavailable tweets. This means that 169,946 (94.22%) tweets were removed due
to account suspensions, deletions, protections, or deactivations.
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B.2 Representativity of Recrawled Content

Table A.2: Results of Welch’s t-test comparing different features between a sample of 5000 violent political rhetoric tweets
of the original population (published by the author along with the replication files) and the recrawled dataset.
A 95% confidence interval excluding zero is an indicator that a feature is different in both datasets.

Type 95% confidence interval

Textual Content [−3.94;−1.31]
Hashtag [−1.72;−1.17]
User Mentions [−5.44; 0.96]

B.3 Hashtag Frequency

Table A.3: Hashtag frequency comparison of the original dataset and recrawl. Arrows indicate the direction of rank
change, dashes show no difference, and question marks reflect that a hashtag is not available anymore. The
different colors depict the intensity (red = considerable change; green = slight change).

Count Rank
Hashtag Original Recrawl Original Recrawl
#wethepeople 1511 8 1 ⇓ 24
#1 1398 - 2 ?
#pencecard 1341 3 3 ⇓ 29
#maga 881 55 4 − 4
#fightback 702 1 5 ⇓ 31
#1776again 672 - 6 ?
#antifaarefascists 607 2 7 ⇓ 30
#blmareracists 607 1 7 ⇓ 31
#covid19 606 83 8 ⇑ 1
#treason 555 18 9 ⇓ 14
#vote 498 13 10 ⇓ 19
#trump 452 26 11 ⇑ 9
#trump2020 434 42 12 ⇑ 5
#walterreed 428 62 13 ⇑ 3
#savebrandonbernard 421 78 14 ⇑ 2
#pardonsnowden 365 1 15 ⇓ 31
#traitortrump 358 15 16 ⇓ 17
#freeassange 356 - 17 ?
#punkaf 354 - 18 ?
#godwins 244 1 19 ⇓ 31

B.4 Fightin’ Words Algorithm
Fightin’Words (Monroe, Colaresi andQuinn, 2008) is a lexical feature selection algorithm that helps in
determining which terms are most distinctively characteristic of a particular textual group’s (sensitive
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versus non-sensitive tweets) language usage. The calculation of the word importance yielded by the
algorithm is implemented as follows:

ŵ = normalize(normalize(log(g_dtm))′)′ (1a)

In 1a, g_dtm describes the document-term frequency per group. Log transformation and normal-
ization1 of these frequencies leads to ŵ, which builds the basis for the final group-wise word impor-
tance.

w_se =
√

1

g_dtm
+

1

g_dtm_w
+

1

g_dtm_k
+

1

g_dtm_kw
(1b)

Equation 1b calculates the standard error for each word w per group. The suffix _w is about the
usage of other terms in the same group k, whereas the suffix _k describes the frequency of the current
wordw spoken by groups other than k. Finally, _kw is the total number of words not spoken by group
k other than the specific word w.

ŵzeta =
ŵ

w_se
(1c)

Finally, ŵ is divided by the corresponding standard error. The resulting zeta scores in ŵzeta represent
how distinctive a term is for a particular group. Figure 5 leverages these scores per group and word.
It contains very dense information about the group-dependent relative frequency of each keyword on
the x-axis. At the same time, the y-axis (and the size of a specific word) displays the extent to which a
keyword is associated with a group.

B.5 Regression Models

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

(Intercept) 4.02 5.00 4.47 −8.79 −9.44
(0.10) (0.10) (0.12) (0.52) (0.59)

Position: Governors 1.08 0.51
(0.30) (0.22)

Position: Senators 2.15 0.18
(0.23) (0.18)

Female −0.38 0.97
(0.21) (0.15)

Republican 0.78 0.99
(0.18) (0.13)

Follower Count (log) 2.57 2.52
(0.11) (0.13)

AIC 5255.01 5364.26 5348.76 4689.54 4636.13
Num. obs. 585 585 585 562 562

Table A.4: Negative binomial regression models (original dataset)

1normalization is applied two times to normalize both within-group and across-groups.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

(Intercept) 2.47 2.87 2.82 −7.67 −8.69
(0.11) (0.09) (0.12) (0.49) (0.53)

Position: Governors 0.56 0.27
(0.25) (0.16)

Position: Senators 0.96 0.02
(0.19) (0.14)

Female 0.10 0.02
(0.20) (0.14)

Republican 0.14 0.90
(0.17) (0.12)

Follower Count (log) 1.96 2.05
(0.10) (0.10)

AIC 2380.92 2406.76 2406.32 2017.15 1966.65
Num. obs. 328 328 328 322 322

Table A.5: Negative binomial regression models (recrawled dataset)
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